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Abstract

Problem Methods and findings

result

This is my graduating thesis from the bachelor 
program in Industrial Design from Umeå Insti-
tute of design. 

In this project I have looked at in what way 
the future workwear for an extreme mine 
environment could improve safety, facilitate 
the workflow as well as increase the comfort 
for workers situated more than 1045 meters 
below ground. I have collaborated with LKAB 
in Kiruna, Sweden. 

LKAB is a mining company, exporting iron ore 
from the worlds largest underground iron ore 
mine. In the Kiruna mine, a new main level was 
recently opened at the level of 1365 meters. 
The extreme conditions down at this depth 
have created new challanges when it comes to 
workwear for the employees. 

During the project I have used several meth-
ods, all following a typical Industrial Design 
methodology. I started with visiting the mine, 
having a look at the entire process and talking 
to workes. After this I wrote a brief for the pro-
ject, containing information on what the prob-
lem is today. I made an other trip to the mine 
to host a Pin-Point meeting and a workshop 
together with workers from different positions 
and work places within the mine. This to gain a 
further and more specific understanding in the 
problem -s. The workshop I hosted was to see 
what they themselves thought would be good 
solutions. Other methods I've used is survey, 
sketch ideation, evaluations with users, inter-
wiews, observations, visits to manufacturers, 
visit to the industrial wash / warehouse and 
mock-ups. 

I divided the problems in to categories:
The fit of the clothes
Ability to carry tools

The project has resultet in a concept of a new 
trouser and a new jacket for the workers at 
the LKAB iron or mine in Kiruna. The garments 
are of a lighter more durable material than 
the garments used today. The jacket and the 
trouser have now more specific pockets and 
are placed in better positions than earlier. I 
also tried to place seams better, this to avoid 
any discomfort and work related injuries. One 
of the problems today was that the jacket for 
some, created a pressure over the neck. I've 
added adjustment possibilities to the garments 
and inserted "softed" materials in some places 
to increase level of comfort. The result is por-
trayed as a full size model, in a womens fit.

Material
Functions / Adjustments
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LKAB

The design problem

LKAB, Kirunavaara - Loussavaara Aktie Bolag 
was founded in 1890. Today LKAB owns the 
worlds largest and most modern underground 
mine, situated in Kiruna. LKAB has 4100 em-
ployees and are currently looking into hiring an 
additional 1000 within a year. In 2010, LKAB was 
the eight largest exporting company in Sweden, 
exporting to a value of more than 23 billion SEK. 
Besides the mine in Kiruna, LKAB also owns 
mines in Malmberget (worlds second largest 
ironore underground mine), Svappavaara and 
Vitåfors. The ore is transported by train to the 
harbours in Narvik and Luleå. A small part of the 
ore is transported to Svappavaara and Vitåfors 
to be used within the own production. 

LKAB is working hard to minimize accidents and 
through a number of diverse projects, improve 
the working conditions in their strive towards a 
zero target. The employees are encouraged to 
hand in suggestions, which can be rewarded 
if they are implied. LKAB is describing them-
selves with the words: Engaged, Innovative and 
Responsible. With these words LKAB want to 
say that they put their customers result at fo-

cus, that everything can be improved through 
creative thinking and that they act long-term al-
ways putting safety first.

LKAB has developed a safety and health plan in 
their pursuit of preventing workrelated diseases 
and injuries.

LKAB works closely with municipalities and oth-
er stakeholders on locations where they are ac-
tive, with the common interst of creating attrac-
tive societys where people want to work and 
live. It’s an important factor for the future when 
it comes to having a succesful reqruitment. 

Todays workers on 1045 and levels below, got 
the current collection of clothes in 2008. In 
the fall of 2013, a new main level at 1365 was 
open. For every 100 meters, downwards, the 
temperature is increasing by 1 degree Celcius. 
The working climate and the conditions have 
therefor rapidly come to change since 2008 
when the workers got their current work wear. 
Due to the change of conditions, new pro-

blems and challanges have emerged. 

Todays design problem concist of creating new 
workwear that's not only comfortable to wear 
but also protects the user against a rough 
and potentially dangerous environment. The 
workwear must also encourage the worker to 
use the clothes and to use them in a correct 
way. By having an ergonomic fit, the workwear 
should contribute to lower the risk of work rela-
ted injuries. As an industrial designer, my role in 
the design problem will to a large part consist 
of observations, interviews and "what-if-scena-
rios". The complexity lies partly in the fact that 
the workwear is being used by a number of 
different workers in different fields of work and 
the fact that the climate differs a lot between 
different places within the mine. 

LKAB has, since 2008, a collection of work-
wear for ladies. LKAB has under a few years 
now hired more and more ladies, therefor the 
need has grown for clothes more suited for the 
female body. 
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Small sizes is one of the issues the hoped 
to solve with the collection. An other issue is 
safety, wearing too baggy clothes causes ac-
cidents. Too long legs, too long arms and a lot 
of fabric over shoulders and stomach is easily 
tangled and caught on edges and tight spa-
ces, creating an unsafe work environment.

The industry had at this time (and still) no 
collection for women in stock. Workwear for 
women had to be specially ordered and was 
sewn up upon request, often after the clients 
measurements. LKAB developed in collabo-
ration with Fristad Kansas, their own womens 
collection. 19 women from LKAB participated 
in creating the collection. Version 1.0 came out 
during 2008. This collection had an all ladies 
jacket but a tweeked mens pant. The collec-
tion was no success and got a lot of negative 
feedback, therefor they decided to do a se-
cond version. The second version containing 
a complete new pant, especially designed to 
fit the female body. However, this collection is 
not a success either. A lot of the women wor-
king at LKAB still prefers and uses the mens 

collection. The reasons to this are many. One 
of them being poor information and a lot of 
women not holding a permanent employment 
think they are not allowed to use the womens 
collection. An other factor is that a lot of wo-
men experience the pant being too narrow. An 
other factor might be the fact that the sizes run 
quite small, making the women pick a bigger 
size than normally. This could be a psycholo-
gical factor for some women, not wanting to 
pick a bigger size. 
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LKAB - values
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safety first
 - 0 accidents at work
  - Through well-being, collaboration and safety, efficiency is created within the  company
  - accidents at work shall decrease by 20 % every year 
  - in 2020, accident frequency should be no higher than 2,5 %  and long-term abscence should stay 
    below 0,8 %
  - A safer and healthier LKAB is based on continuous improvement and constant development. 
    Safety within LKAB is a core factor for reaching healthy and safe workplaces. 

Sustainability
 - LKAB shall represent the climate smart option
  

The attractive company
 - LKAB shall continiously work with Diversity and equality
  - In 2020, at least 25% of newly employed shall be women 
  - LKAB shall be an attractive place to work at, for current employees as well as 
    future employees
  - For existing employees, LKAB work continuously developing employees and leaders. 
    A career as a leader in the LKAB will become even more attractive.
  - LKAB will develop its brand among customers and other stakeholders.
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WORKSHOP / PIN-POINT
LKAB

2014-02-20
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Purpose

Approach 

To gain an early insight in the workplace itself 
and the people working there I decided to do a 
Pin-Point meeting combined with a workshop. 
The Pin-Point is really exactly what it sounds 
like. It’s a first meeting where as many users as 
possible are represented, and from their expe-
riences and knowledge exploring where the ac-
tual problem / problems lie. The meeting had 
several purposes, one of them being to intro-
duce myself and what it is that I do. Another 
purpose was as I mentioned, to meet the peo-
ple working in the mine to get an image of who 
they are. This in order to be able to understand 
the complexity of the diversity of employees but 
also the complexity of the problems they are 
facing on a regular basis when it comes to the 
work wear and related equipment. 

The purpose of having a workshop part in the 
pin-point was to make the meeting more inter-
active. I believe that it is important to engage the 
users early in the process, by making them a 
more “physical” part of the process, new chan-
nels of communication emerge which helps me 
as an “outsider” to understand them and their 

situation better as well as faster. Another posi-
tive aspect of having a more interactive meeting 
is that you a lot of times push people out of their 
comfort zones, making them take on a more ac-
tive role. Useful and important information might 
be lost if one or several of the attending users 
aren’t participating or feeling that they can’t 
make a difference or contributing with anything. 

My wishes were to leave the meeting feeling 
that the users had confidence in me, that they 
had been given a good chance to talk and illus-
trate their point of views which I had been able 
to document and understand. 

Before the meeting I sat down and thought 
about what I wanted to gain from the meet-
ing. From this I could start to think about how 
I was going to achieve this. I knew that time 
was short, I was going to have about 90 min-
utes to conduct the pin-point and the workshop 
on. I decided to keep the presentation of myself 
very short, risking to come across as stressed 

and unprepared. Unprepared in that sence that 
the users wouldn’t understand why I was there. 
But I thought it was more important to give the 
users more time to express their thoughts and 
ideas. 

I wanted to be able to put the clothes up on 
mannequins so I borrowed two from partners to 
LKAB, in Luleå and Kiruna. I brought those with 
me down in to the mine and hung the clothes 
up on them. One mannequin with the female  
model and the other with the mens’ model.  
I planned to have three (3) assignments. The first 
one being for each individual to map out on the 
mannequin positive aspects with todays cloth-
ing. I had planned for the females to map their 
thoughts on to the mannequin with the female 
clothes on, but it proved hard since not every 
one used the female model and there’s appar-
ently quite a few different versions of clothes in 
use. I had to give up on my structured plan, so 
they were instead to use the mannequin whos’ 
clothes matched theirs the most. The second 
assignment was very much like the first, the 
only thing differing was that instead of mapping 
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Outcome

out the positive aspects they were to map out 
the negative ones. On the third and last as-
signment they were to create groups of appr. 
three persons per group. The group was then 
to choose two or three post-its from the nega-
tive bunch, and then try to solve the problems 
by making something physical. This could be 
a sketch or a very basic model. I had prepared 
some materials for them to use when creating 
their solutions. The things they had to work with 
was: pens, paper, scissor, tape, string, straws, 
cellofane, glue, needles and paperclips.

One the first two assignments they were giv-
en about ten (10) minutes for each aspect. On 
the worshop part they had about 20 minutes to 
create, and after that we went through all of the 
solutions. This giving them a chance to explain 
more about the idea to me. 

As a final element in the workshop I had some 
questions I wanted to ask. Some questions just 
to see that I had understood the users correctly 
on some points. Other questios I had was more 
about the future possibilities when it comes to 

new teqniques. I wanted to ask those “loose” 
questions with the purpose of planting a seed in 
their minds about how far the future work wear 
actually could go. I was hoping this could lead 
to a more creative and challenging collabora-
tion on later occasions when we were to meet 
again. 

To capture the entire pin-point and workshop 
I used a Go Pro camera to shoot video and a 
camera to take photos with.

When gathering all of the post-its from the pin-
point part of the meeting, I could start mapping 
them together. A lot of post-its contained the 
same problem which led me to understand that 
those problems were the most common and 
stressing ones. The clothes being too warm 
was the most common note. The post-its next 
step was to help create a list of all of the prob-
lems that had come up. With this done I could 
transfer the information further, making a first 
needs and demands draft. 

I also gained the insight that a lot of problems 
and challanges are shared between the female 
and male workers. Both genders experienced 
the clothes being way too warm under most 
conditions but when the climate got colder they 
described the feeling of the clothes actually en-
hancing the feeling of being cold. This leading to 
a lot of workers preferring to use a Helly Hansen 
sweater instead of the jacket. This Helly Hansen 
sweater is not certified and therefor the user 
isn’t protected against welding sparks, flames 
or radiant heat. Other factors making them pre-
fer the sweater over the jacket: the sweater was 
more flexible and followed the movement of the 
body much better, it was “cosier” and it didn’t 
whey as much as the jacket. 
When alternating between working at the 1045 
level and the 1365 level, the differance in cli-
mate can sometimes be extreme, this leading 
to the workers taking their jacket or sweater off 
leaving it in the car; wearing only a t-shirt (of-
ten a private one not flame retardent). Work can 
sometimes be very physical (such as digging) 
making it impossible to wear the jacket due to it 
being too warm, compact and stiff. 
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positive aspects 

ReflectivesBreast pockets

DurableHigh neck

Zipper on 
jacket

Pocket on 
the arm

Carpenter
pockets on 
some pants
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negative aspects

Velcro breaksJacket too long. 
Hangs over tools.

No place to hang 
knife

Reflectors shrink 
and become too 

tight. And tear off

Too heavy fabric

Jacket creates 
pressure over 

neck

Clothes gets too 
warm

Shrinks a lot 
after every wash

Buttons fall offToo wide arms Not enough 
pockets

Fabric gets really 
wet - and heavier!

No pocket to place 
"tag"

Bad fitNo good (safe) 
pocket for phone

No where to keep 
pen / pens

Leg pocket too wide 
and placed too low. 

Tools rub against leg.

Knee pads inserted 
from inside makes 

it hard
No eyelet for keys 

and gas lighter
Hand adjustment 

not adjustable 
enough

Pockets don't close Too long legs Carpenter pock-
ets not adjustable
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2-3xx 3-5

problem solving assignment
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Outcome

I got a lot of valuable in put from this excercise. 
The suggestions that I'm going to apply to my 
concept are:

A dedicated phone pocket. It should be easy 
to access. Be placed in a "safe spot" on the 
clothes. The pocket must close, the phone 
can't accidently slip out. 

Eyelets or some kind of loops, making "own 
customization" unnecessary. Allowing for keys 
and gas lighters to fit through. 

A pocket on the inside of the jacket, it should be 
able to close. 

A dedicated pocket or something that can hold 
the "tag".

Pockets should be adapted after the tools 
workers use and carry around. 

Pockets accessible from the top, straight down.
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What are the most common items workers carry around?
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I could conclude which tools and what objects 
most workers carry around on a regular basis.  

I got an understanding of which pockets are ap-
preciated in todays workwear, and what pock-
ets that doesn't work very well at all. Some 
pockets were "good" but badly placed, some 
other were in a good place but had a shape or 
size that made them unuseful. 

I could see that working conditions alter and 
clothes need to function where it is warm, cold, 
wet, humid, dusty and drafty. 

Some workers move around between different 
areas, while some work in the same area daily. 

Some work categories have special clothes. 
Such as electricians, they need to wear under-
wear that are arc flash protected. 

Participants were asked to make pockets for 
the things they always have on them. Such as 
safety tag and mobile phone. I could from this 
draw conclusions on where on the body, the 
users prefer to carry those items. 

Most common items (as seen on previous page):

Keys
Mobile phone
Knife
Safety tag
ID card
Wallet / money
Pen
Screw driver
Plier wrench

Outcome - in general
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No yuck, jacket! I never use it!

Jacket creates pressure on the neck, so I 
don't even bring it with me to work

The womans jacket reaches over the butt at 
least, but I use the mens' pant. Sizes on 

womens pants doesn't work at all

“
“

“
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Visit at LKAB

2014-02-27
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Purpose Approach 

To better understand the user and the environ-
ment, I wanted to follow a team of workers dur-
ing a day down at the 1045 level (the previous 
main level). Important aspects were to meet fe-
male workers establishing if and how their way 
of wearing the workwear and tools differed from 
their male colleges. I wanted to follow workers 
inside my target group, but I was also hoping to 
meet with electricians and mechanics/mainte-
nance staff to see if and how they were carry-
ing more equipment in their clothes and of their 
clothes went trough a thougher treatment dur-
ing their day. 

I was to follow a team of about seven (7) work-
ers, divided into smaller groups having different 
responsabilities and tasks. I paired up with San-
na and Linnea, unfortunately for me, as their job 
responds to fixing things that aren’t working, 
the hole morning shift went by without anything 
breaking down. Instead of some live action I 
used the time to interview them about how it is 
they feel about todays workwear. 

Since I had not gotten what I came for, at least 
not what I had planned for, I decided to stay 
for the next shift. Another group came to start 
their day, of which two (2) were girls. I talked 
to Fanny and Olivia about their feelings about 
todays workwear. Fanny was also present in 
the pin-point meeting and workshop that I had 
arranged one week earlier, so she was already 
well acquainted with my project.

Then finally, some action. I switched the Go 
Pro to on and followed Olivia and Peter to blow 
some things up. First mission was to clear a 
mine cart from a giant block of stone that was 
to big to pass through the bottom of the cart. 

They unloaded the truck of equipment that they 
were going to need. Long wooden planks, wire,  
and explosives was then carried from the car 
through a long passage, up a staircase and 
through a heavy metal door, on to the dock sit-
uated in level with the faucets mouth and un-
der it, the mine cart. Olivia and Peter used the 
drill, found stationed on the dock, pulled it in to 
position and then drilled a hole into the huge 
rock in the cart. Olivia, kneeling and looking 
through the metal bars, then placed a long stick 
into the hole of the rock where she could feed 
the match cord through. The other end of the 
cord was then attached to the remote, and we 
walked out of the door we came in and down 
to the passage way, moving as far as the cord 
reached. The alarm sounded and they made 
the phone call saying they were ready to ignite. 
Olivia then pushed the button on the remote. 
This was a very little blast, but for me not used 
to hearing the sound of explosives going off, I 
thought it was quite loud. However, when we 
went to the next job, clearing one of the "fau-
cets" from a huge rock, I got to understand 
what a "medium" blast was. 
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Outcome

Before they could drive to the next sight, they 
had to go by a kind of storage room, or maybe it 
could be named an "explosives storage room". 
There they collected tubes and explosives be-
fore we went on to the next job. 

They followed the same procedure as with the 
cart, but for this they had to carry quite a few 
of the long wooden planks and tubes charged 
with the explosives. Instead of driling a hole in 
to the rock, as they did in the cart, they put the 
long wooden planks together using tape, cre-
ating one really long "stick". At the end of this 
stick they ducked taped the tubes. Both Oliv-
ia and Peter worked with positioning the long 
stick and the explosives up the faucet. This 
took some time and I could see that they had to 
use  quite some strenght to get it up and rightly 
positioned. 

"I am so sweaty now. See, its dripping". 
          /Peter

After a few attempts they decided that it was 
positioned correctly and Olivia could attach the 

match cords together and we went out from the 
area and down to the passage way. A longer 
cord was used this time, so I could sense that 
this blast was going to be a bit more power-
ful than the last one. However I could not fore-
see how loud it actually would be, nor the blast 
wave that instantly swept past us and made me 
wobble. Olivia and Peter told me that this blast 
had been ten (10) times more powerful than the 
first one in the cart, but that it still wasn't near 
being anything extreme. 

Once the jobs were done they went back to the 
"staff area", an area containing kitchen and sit-
ting spaces. 

I got a chance to see different jobs being done 
throughout the day, at the 1045 level and around. 
I didn't get a chance to go down to the 1365 
level at this time. For some, working with main-
tenance related to breakdowns, it can be quite 
some time between jobs, and they get to spend 
a lot of their day just sitting around. Because of 
this, those workers, took their jackets off, their 
tool belts off, their helmets off, their gloves off 
etc etc, a few times everyday. It would get too 
warm and uncomfortable sitting around in all of 
that gear for longer times. 

A lot of workers didn't use a toolbelt because 
they thought it was uncomfortable, describing it 
like they didn't know how they should wear it in 
a way that felt comfortable, safe and "natural".
Olivia who wore a toolbelt wore it over her jack-
et. She said it worked fine for her. Another girl 
that I talked to said she only wore the toolbelt 
when she was in a jumpsuit. When in jacket 
and trousers she said she wanted to keep it in 
the loops on the trousers but it wasn't possible 
since of the lenght of the jacket (being too long 
and hanging over the tools making it hard to 
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access and the jacket dirty on the inside. Wear-
ing it on the outside of the jacket she thought 
looked "weird" and uncomfortable. 

Another thing that caught my attention was 
the fact that a great majority of the workers (all 
except from one that I saw) wore their pants 
tucked in to their shoes / boots. I asked a few 
about the reason to this and I got the answers 
that it was mostly because the pants were too 
long. Working in a dirty and muddy environment 
really doesn't respond well to pants dragging 
behind. Also having too long pants its a safety 
hazard. 

I also noticed a number of workers walking 
around without their jackets on. Some just had 
a t-shirt, an ordinary cotton or polyester one. 
Some had a hoodie on or the Helly Hansen 
sweater thay can retrieve from storage. I asked 
a few of them why they weren't wearing their 
jackets. One, a tall and thin man in his early 
twenties, said "I hate that jacket, its uncomfort-
able. Hard and warm. I never wear it. never.". 
Another man, not that tall and of avarage size 
in his 30's who was working quite hard when 
I walked by said, "the jacket is not made for 

having it on, it gets so warm when you work, 
so sweaty, its impossible to wear it if you are 
doing anything the least physical." A woman, 
middle aged of avarage size who worked as a 
driver inside the mine said, "I only wear the jack-
et when I go from the vehicle to lunch or to the 
staff area, I can't have it on while driving. It's 
too heavy, making my shoulders and neck hurt. 
I can't even carry anything in the jacket, I have 
my things in the trousers". 

An other thing that I noticed were some "cus-
tomiziations". A few men, I only noticed men, 
had made a cut through the breast pocket. A 
small incision to allow for a chain to go through. 
They explained that they did this to attach their 
keychain and some other things to the jacket. 
Since none of the pockets really closed and 
there aren't any ring or eyelet sewn in to the 
garment, it really didn't leave much of a choice 
than taking the matter in to their own hands as 
they put it. Loosing the big bunch of keys (that 
would never again be found) isn't a risk they are 
willing to take. 

I also got to hear some stories about other cus-
tomizations. For an example some use tape 

around the wrist of the jacket, to make it tighter 
reducing the risk of getting caught in stuff or 
getting a welding spark down their arm. 

I decided to illustrate how the workers working 
with clearing the faucets and mine wagons from 
rock and other materials move. I made a chart, 
as seen on the next page, to show how they 
move around, what they do and what "obsta-
cles" they come across. This to gain a better 
understanding on how many times certain el-
ements occure. From this I could get a better 
understanding for what the clothes are exposed 
to and what happenings during the work flow 
that are more stressing or demanding on the 
gear than others. 

Workflow for the workers I followed 
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Limited space Ducktaping wooden ramp 
-Takes two to assemble

Unloading truck - a lot to 
bring with

WORKFLOW IN PICTURES
m o v e m e n t  a n d  c o n d i t i o n s
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Inserting explosives 
-heavy precision work

Climbing up to reach Returning to car
-sweaty
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WORKFLOW AND TOUCHPOINTS 
m o v e m e n t  a n d  c o n d i t i o n s

Transportation

Sitting

Walking

Climb/Reach

Carrying

Stairs

Tight space

Wet / dirty

Unloading truck Move material Assemble parts Direct and place Take cover Exit scene
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LKAB workwear - flame retardant collection

Flame retardant jacket and trouser. 
Women fit.

Flame retardant jumpsuit.
Mens' fit.

Flame retardant jacket and trouser. 
Mens' fit.
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LKAB workwear -problems with jacket

Takes the jacket off. Don't want to use the jacket.

Pressure on neck
Stiff

Too big

Rather carry things in 
trouser pockets

Hard

Cold when it's cold

Heavy
Rubs against skin and body

Warm

Bulky

Uncomfortable

Becomes easily wet 
- even heavier

Pockets unpractical
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LKAB workwear -problems with trousers

Can't find the right size. // Trouser makes working harder.

Uncomfortable

Too long legs

Pockets unpractical

Too warm

Rashes

Cold when it's cold

Becomes easily wet 
- even heavier

Limited movement

Kneepads insert from inside

Reflectives becomes tighter 
than actual pant

Leg pocket on side too low 
- chafings

Reflectives ends up in boot

Hip and thigh measurements not in 
proportion to other measures
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LKAB flame retardant collection - specifications

75 % flame retardant cotton and 25 % Polyester. Weight 340 g/m
2

customized for LKAB. Red details instead of yellow. Holder for safety tag

Available in mens' fit and womens' fit

Sizes for mens' trousers range between c146 to c156, C44 to c62 and D92 to 
D116. Making a total of 23 sizes to chose from

Sizes for mens' jackets range between S - 3XL

Sizes for womens' trousers range between c34 and c50. Making a total of 9 
sizes to chose from.

Sizes for womens' jackets range between XS - XXl
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Design specifications according to certifications

Arms on jackets and jumpsuits, lower leg and jumpsuits should not have spreads

Pockets on the outside need to be manufactured from the same material that holds the 
same performance and protection index as as the overall garment. 

Overlap seams on the outside of the garment shall be protruding and sealed in this position. 

Closures shall be designed with a protective protruding on the outside of the garment. The 
maximum distance between button holes shall be 150 mm. If a zipper is used, it should 
seal close when the jacket is completely shut. You may insert cuffs to closings to reduce 
widths. 

Pockets on the outside of the garment should be covered with a pocket lid which is at least 
20 mm wider than the actual opening of the pocket. This to avoid the lid getting tucked 
in to the pocket. Side pockets placed below waist with an angle of less than 10 degrees 
doesn't need any pocket lid
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WORKSHOP AT UID

2014-03-11
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Purpose Approach 

The purpose of the workshop is to find out three 
things, to be specific. First I want to gain insight 
in to how the work wear of today is percieved 
by people not attached to LKAB. This to bet-
ter understand the visual perception and what 
it expresses in relation to what LKAB as a com-
pany wants to express. The second purpose of 
the workshop is to ask how and in what way 
different core values can be visualized and ex-
pressed in both color and shape. The third pur-
pose is to in a creative way have a look at how, 
when in a given scenario, one would create the 
ultimate work wear focusing on carrying equip-
ment. 

I’m hosting a workshop located in the Project 
studio at Umeå Institute of design. I’ve mainly 
gathered other design students from the school, 
both BA students and MAs’ in interaction de-
sign and advanced product design. However 
there will also be a few people unrelated to de-
sign. The purpose of having a mixture of peo-
ple, as amongst designers as people from other 
fields, is to broaden the spectra of associations 
when it comes to looking at a product, widen 
the perception on use of color and shape and 
also contributing to a good mixture of experince 
when it comes to carrying things both in a pro-
fessional role as a private one. One of the par-
ticipants is a nurse and another work for LKAB 
malmtrafik (Transportation of the ore). 

First off I am going to pick out three (3) people 
who will get to wear todays LKAB work wear. 
I have one overall, one set jacket and pant for 
men and one set jacket and pant for female fit. 
The three (3) individuals wearing the clothes 
will work both as mannequins and participants 
through out the workshop.  

From the result on the first assignment I could 
map the answers against three different fac-
tors. One being what LKAB says they want to 
stand for. The other factor is what the company 
producing todays work wear says the clothes 
should stand up to and therefor radiate. Third 
factor is the qualities the employees talked 
about being important for them when it comes 
to their workwear. For conclusions see pages.

The outcome from the second assignment was 
that I later in my process, when it came to form 
and expression, could use the insights from the 
assignment to achieve a clearer result. For spe-
cifics, see "Assignment 2" five pages down. 

The outcome from the last assignment was 
mostly in the form of a communicative tool. I've 
used the pictures and the story of this assign-
ment in my presentation at my visit at "Jok-
kmokkstvätten" (the industrial laundry facility lo-
cated in Jokkmokk) and also as a creative tool 
in my contact with users and LKAB. 

Outcome
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Assignment 1

Assignment 2

Assignment 3

I started off by asking three (3) of the participat-
ing workshopers to hop in to three of todays 
work wear. One was a female 2 piece, a one-
piece (men) and a another 2 piece (men). Those 
three were to act as mannequins for all of the 
other participants so that they would be able 
to get a good look at todays garments. How-
ever the “mannequins” were also allowed and 
encouraged to participate in the assignment. 
The assignment was to have a look and feel at 
todays workwear and write down associations. 

For the second assignment I had prepared 
words (picked from LKABs’ website describing 
the comapany) and I asked the participants to 
either (or both) write or sketch down how this 
value/attribute could be visualized. For an ex-
ample I said: if safety was a color, what would 
it be? Or, if something is durable what shape/
shapes does it have? 

The words was: 

The top of Kebnekaise
• windy
• rapidly changing conditions
• eagles sweeping down trying to pick your 
pockets
• can be cold 

The Amazons
• warm
• humid
• tropical
• monkeys trying to pick your pockets
• water dripping from trees

The NYC sewage system 

• wet
• dirty
• poor visuals
• limited spaces
• rats trying to get in to your pockets

One of the major things I wanted to get out from 
the workshop was creative ideas on how tools 
and equipment could be carried in clothing 
under different conditions and circumstances. 
Therefor I had created three (3) different scenar-
ios, laid out the same type of tools and equip-
ment to go with each scenario and provided the 
groups with the same materials and time frame 
to create an outfit that would hold all of the giv-
en items. I chose scenarios that had elements 
in common with conditions that are present in 
the mine today. The scenarios was:

•Durable
•Warm
•Cool/breath
•Safety
•Responsible
•Innovative
•Flexible/movable
•Comfort
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Assignment 1
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Outcome

Negative association

Neutral association

Positive association

51
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Too big /saggy
Fits no one

Simple / cheap
Indifferent

Positive

Negative

Stiff

Durable

"Garbage worker"

Heavy

Mechanic / car mechanic

Carpenter clothing

Railway worker

Generic
Visisbility

Functional (pockets)

strong
Dirt repallant
Dust repallant

Security guard clothing

Farmer clothing
Outcome
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Outcome

I've summoned up all of the post-its and divid-
ed them in to three different categories being 1)
Positive 2) Indifferent and 3) Negative. This to in a 
very accesible and comprehendsible way show 
how todays work wear are being perceived. 
Most comments were negative, second most 
were indiffernt and the fewest were of positive 
charachter. I chose to regard all notes reffering 
to another type of labour/work as "indifferent", 
except "garbage worker" even though in some 
more cases I can presume the remark was 
meant as negative. The reason I chose to place 
a value in "garbage worker" was because of the 
added descriptions to them in some notes and 
the parallells to descriptions referring to nega-
tive charachters in movies holding that kind of 
job. In my process I have strived to get rid of 
the properties that was regardes as negative 
and to improve the qualties described as pos-
itive, hence some of the positve remarks also 
are factors resposible for negative remarks. An 
example of that being the positive remarks as 
"strong" and "dirt repallant" being in a possible 
conflict with the negative remarks "heavy" and 
"stiff". 
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Assignment 2
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Outcome

From the properties and the notes I chose to 
take a few of them in to concepts. For an ex-
ample on the property "cool/breath" I got notes 
showing different kinds of meshes and possibil-
ities to remove parts from the garment which I 
put in to sketches, showed the users and eval-
uated together with the textile industry, Mikael 
Rantakyrö from LKAB and the users.

From "warm" I chose the fluffy sketch and in my 
concept I made a chin guard in a fluffy and soft 
material.

From "Durable" I went with "rough surface" to 
illustrate parts of the garment that are in need 
of reinforcement. Such as knees and elbows.

From "safety" I used several suggestions. Those 
being: yellow, tight around wrist, tailor fit, body 
armour, clothes with a nose. I've implement-
ed all of those in to different concepts. When it 
comes to "clothes with a nose" I've investigated 
the possibilty with a smart textile holding an in-
herent gas detecting property. 

From "Comfort" I've used: Loose fit, less dirt on 
the inside, not as thick material but still durable, 
tight stretch - adjustable width.

From "Innovative" I've used: retro reflective ma-
terials instead of reflector bands/stripes, more 
integrated shape of reflectors, extreme sports, 
reflective textile as graphic not only stripes, 
change color with air quality, femininity, custom-
izable.

From "Flexible/movable" I've used: 2-piece (di-
vided) jumpsuit, flexible inserts, zipper arms, 
spandex super hero suit.

From "Responsible" I've used: Dark colors, 
specialized equipment - tools only they use - 
protection only they need. 
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Assignment 3
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Outcome
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Visiting Tranemo Work Wear 
& FristadKansas

2014-03-20
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Purpose and approach

Outcome

I went to Tranemo to visit Tranemo Workwear 
(TWW). A brand that delivers smaller and more 
customized orders to LKAB. TWW only works 
with inherent flame retardants and they are 
producing a line of clothes that are more ex-
treme than many others in the same industry. 
With extreme I mean in the sence that they are 
very far a head when it comes to new mate-
rials, especially in the use of aramide fibers. 
When I was there I met with their key account 
manager Roger Johansson. Johansson gave a 
presentation about the company, showed their 
collection and talked about what the future of 
workwear might hold. Johansson showed me 
some materials they today work with and some 
materials they are about to introduce. Some of 
them, I've decided to apply to my concept. 
I'm going to apply a cheek guard in one of the 
fabrics Johansson showed me. The fabric has a 
soft tuch to it, but breaths and transports mois-
ture better than fleece. Johansson showed me 
some samples of clothing that had a weight / 
g on about 230 grams, in comparison with the 
work wear LKAB uses today, weighing in at 370 
g, that kind of clothing feels extremely lighter.

Since the majority of the users I've talked to 
experience the workwear being too heavy to-
day, one of the steps will be to implement a fab-
ric with a lighter weight, creating a concept of 
workwear that weighs significantly less. 

I also went to see FristadKansas, a company 
under the Kwintet Group. FristadKansas is the 
main supplier of workwear to LKAB. They are 
the ones making the standard collection, both 
the flame retardant- and the non flame retardent  
collection. It was also, together with Fristad-
Kansas LKAB developed the womens collec-
tion back in 2008, and the improved version 
released about a year later. At FristadKansas I 
met with Glenn Svensson........ Svensson gave 
me a presentation of the company and showed 
me their range of products. FristadKansas 
works with both inherent flame retardants and 
fabrics that goes through a chemical treatment 
to become flame retardant. FristadKansas uses 
Proban mainly, but in products sold to Norway 
they use Pyrovatex. Proban and Pyrovatex are a 
technological process that gives cotton and 
cotton rich woven and knitted textiles flame re-

tardant properties that are durable to long term 
use.1 

During my visits at both TWW and FristadKan-
sas I gained useful knowledge about different 
standards and certifications. I also got to see 
what kinds of materials they work with. 

I found out a lot about different standards and 
certifications, but also about LOI-value and 
Atpv-value. So what is that?

LOI-value: The limiting oxygen index (LOI) is 
the minimum concentration of oxygen, ex-
pressed as a percentage, that will support 
combustion of a polymer. It is measured by 
passing a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen over 
a burning specimen, and reducing the oxygen 
level until a critical level is reached.2 

1 http://www.solvay-proban.com/en/home/index.
tcm
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limiting_oxygen_in-
dex
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TWW. Pant women, 
made of Cantex57

TWW. Pant women, 
made of TeraTX

FRISTAD/KANSAS
Made of modacryl and 

cotton.

FRISTAD/KANSAS
Made of Nomex

TWW. Made of 
Aramid Hi-Vis

TWW. Made of Aramid

ATPV value: An Arc Thermal Protective Value 
(ATPV) refers to the maximum incident ener-
gy (in calories per centimeter squared) that 
protective equipment can be exposed to and 
prevent to onset of a second-degree burn.  
Ratings are based upon the total weight of 
the fabric.  Appropriate clothing ranges from 
untreated cotton, wool, rayon, or silk materials 
with a fabric weight of at least 4.5 ounces per 
square yard to flame retardant (treated) cloth-
ing worn in layers.1 

This information has been important to me in 
my project when especially in looking into the 
possibility of adding a mesh, having parts of 
the clothes opening and when deciding be-
tween different materials. 

On the right side of this page I've chosen to 
show a few items from TWW and FristadKan-
sas, this to show how their products looks like 
today and what materials they can be made 
out of. 

1 http://www.ehss.vt.edu/detail_pages/faq_details.
php?faq_id=282
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Workwear council meeting
 in Jokkmokk

2014-03-26
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Purpose

Approach 

Outcome

The purpose of participasting in the meeting 
was to gain an insight in how the industry wash 
of the clothes work, to meet with staff repre-
sentatives, people from the textile industry, 
differet stakeholders and people from the pur-
chasing department. 

I was hoping to get a chance to hold an eva-
lution of current concepts. However I had to 
change focus when I came there, finding out 
that not that many (about 2) actually were work-
ers working down in the mine. Instead I held 
a presentation, briefing what I was doing, what 
I had done so far in the project and what my 
focus and goal with the project is. The aim was 
to get a discussion going and hopefully get-
ting valuable and interesting insights from other 
stakeholders besides the users. 

I gave a 15 minute presentation of what my pro-
jects is about, the methods I've used, the in-
sights I've gained, the conclusions I had came 
to so far and I also showed a few concepts. 

We also discussed what is going on in the tex-
tile industry, I was especially interested in their 
attempts in adding stretch, working with lighter 
materials and possibilities and restraints when it 
comes to EN ISO certifications (EN ISO 11612, 
EN ISO 11611, EN 61482-1-2 and EN 471: see 
enclosed information). 

At the tour of the laundry I got a general insight 
in how the clothes are processed from the mo-
ment they arrive to when they are cleaned and 
ready to be sent back. Issues today were all the 
things workers forgot to remove from the pock-
ets before sending their clothes, the quality of 
the zippers and buttons, the tamper/damage 
made to the clothes (on purpose to customize) 
and the fact that contaminated clothes are hard 
to get clean and not always knowing what they 
have been contaminated with.

I asked the men working at the laundry what the 
most common repairs were and they said main 
zipper in jacket, knees, crouch (fabric tear) and 
reflectors (stiches loose). 

I got to have another meeting with Jonas An-
dersson Junkka from Company Line in Luleå 
and Peter Nilsson from Fristad Kansas. Since 
I traveled to Jokkmokk together with them, I 
got a lot of time to ask questions about how 
they work together with LKAB to find the best 
sultions when it comes to work wear. I also 
shared the insight I had come a cross so far in 
the project, several issues and problems that I 
had come across was not known to either An-
dersson-Junkka or Nilsson. One of the prob-
lems we discussed was the pressure over the 
neck that a few workers had described to me. 
Andersson-Junkka had heard about this prob-
lem before and thought it was very strange and 
had not been able to locate the source of the 
problem. Nilsson hadn't heard about this, nor 
from LKAB or other brands they work with. So 
either this is a specific problem at LKAB or it is 
part also present at more industries.
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Torn kneepart of trouser.

Things forgotten in clothes. 1st stop - sorting. 

Torn elbow on jacket. Clothes sorted and weighted before going
in to the machine.
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Survey
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Purpose Approach Outcome

I decided to send out a servey to employees at 
different workplaces, all located inside the mine 
having employees wearing the flame retardant 
collection. I wanted to verify the information I 
got from the Pin-Point meeting and the work-
shop at LKAB against a larger number of work-
ers. I wanted to verify within the following areas:

∆Problems with todays workwear
∆Positve aspects with todays workwear
∆What tools and items are always carried 
around
∆Are there any workrelated injuries due to prop-
er or improper use of todays workwear

Besides the things I searched to verify I also 
wanted some statistics. Statistics regarding 
height, sizes on work wear / sizes on "regular 
clothes", age and gender. With this informa-
tion, the purpose was to see if there were any 
common factors when having trouble finding 
the right size, what workwear he/she preferred, 
if they had any workrelated injuries or simply if 
they were happy or unhappy with todays work-
wear. 

I thought about what kind of information I want-
ed to get out from the survey. First, I made clus-
ters of questions dividing them in to different 
categories. The categories being:

Personal
Choice of clothes
Feedback Jacket
Feedback Trouser
What do you always carry
Durability of details
Safety
Visibility

I sent the survey to LKAB total quality, they had 
a look at the survey and came with suggestions 
on how to make the survey, for an example if a 
question should be answeared on a scale, in 
writing or picked from alternatives. 

The survey was then sent out to 138 individuals 
that had 9 days to respond to it.

Please find the survey in its full execution en-
closed.

Of the 138 persons the survey went out to, 55 
responded. Resulting in a response frequency 
of 40%. According to LKAB, a pretty good re-
sponse. 

The response can be found below, in its original 
embodiment, hence the Swedish. 
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Ideation
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getting to Know the users - Lifestyle board
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"Outdoorsy"
Form follows function

Durable
comfortable

Genuine
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Inspiration / Feeling - mood board
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Adapted
eye catching

Moving
Breathing

Light
Smart
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Inspiration - product board
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Technical
Innovative
Modular

Practical
Durable

Functions
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Basic FIT sketches
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Fit and functions sketches

WIDER FIT
 - WAIST BELT

SUPER TIGHT KNEE 
DOWN - VELCRO WAIST

STRETCH WAIST
 - MESH

SLIMMER FIT
 - ZIP TO JACKET
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functions sketches
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Love
Flexible waist

Big pockets
Easy acces pockets

Higher in back
Adjustable leg end

Breathable
kNEEPAD INSERT OUTSIDE

ZIPPER POCKETS

waist belt
Mesh

Reinforcement at leg end

Drawstring at leg end
KNEEPAD INSERT INSIDE

VELCRO

Maybe Dislike

First feedback
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Basic FIT sketches
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functions sketches
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straight FIT
 - normal neck

- drawstring end

body close fit
 - High neck

 - Hand warmer

Semi body close fit
 - hood

- Longer in back
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Love
Longer in back
Normal neck
Big pockets

Napoleon pockets
Arm pocket

Zipper on pockets
Adjustable arm end

Normal fit
Semi body close fit

Hand warmer
Body close fit

Arms zip off - vest
hood

Maybe Dislike

First feedback
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Evaluation of concepts
Focus group
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Purpose Approach 

I invited three girls to take part in a first "deeper" 
feedback session. All three girls have worked 
for LKAB during some time in their lives. The 
purpose was to show them four concepts of 
jackets and four different trousers. I wanted to 
evaluate / get feedback on four different as-
pects. Those four aspects being:

FIT (FORM)
POCKETS (LOGISTICS)

FUNCTIONS (ADJUSTMENTS)
REFLECTIVES (VISUAL)

I had prepared sketches showing first only fit. 
Trousers as well as jackets. Next step included 
functions and the third step included pockets.
The last step, they were asked to place out 
reflectives on a jacket and a trouser. 
I also asked them how they would like the ad-
justments that they mentioned would be good 
to have, to work. For an example if it should be 
a zipper, a drawstring or something else. Vel-
cro was excluded since research has proven it 
unuseful in the mine environment and with the 
industrial laundry of the clothes. 
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Shown sketches - trousers
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Outcome

Stretch at waist

Adjustable leg end

Fabric that breaths

Kneepad from outside side

Higher in the back

Waist belt

Zip to jacket

+
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Shown sketches - Jackets
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Outcome

+

Adjustable bottom

Adjustable arm end

Fabric that breaths

Adjustable neck

Longer in back

Wrist cuff

Zip to trouser
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Evaluation of concepts
qualitative interviews

with LKAB Personnel
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Purpose Approach 

It proved to be harder than expected to get 
people to evaluate with. It might be that many 
don't have a daily access to a computer at 
their workplace, making my way through 
email unsuccessful. I sent out a poster that 
was hung up at a few workplaces, hoping this 
would reach out to more employees. I was 
hoping to get to talk to about 10 employees 
at least, but had to saddle with about half. 
I sent them an email with an attached PDF. 
The PDF contained the same sketches I used 
with the focus group. They got a chance to 
look at the PDF and then we talked on the 
phone some days later. They were asked to 
describe their over all impression. I wanted to 
start up with an open question to see if they 
thought I was even on the right track or not. 
We then discussed the different models, the 
different functions, where and what pockets 
they needed and wanted. And we talked a little 
bit about reflectives, but this I thought was a 
vague subject, this because it doesn't seem 
to be something that many ever had thought 
about before. Therefor we held the discussions 
about reflectives to how they work today, in the 

The purpose was to show ideas in sketches 
to both women and men working down in the 
mine, trying to get a sence of if the concepts 
I had so far was in the right direction. I also 
wanted to take the chance to get even more 
insights on how they feel about todays work-
wear.

current workwear. 

I interviewed three men and two women. None 
of them had been involved in the project earlier. 
All worked in different workplaces down in the 
mine. Three of them used the flame retardant 
clothes and two wore the "regular" workwear. 
The difference is mainly, the weight of the gar-
ments and the fabrics "softness". The two that 
wore the "regular" clothes had however, earlier 
used the flame retardant ones and could refer 
to them as well. 

The interviews took about 30-40 minutes. 
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Carries with her: wrench, knife, phone, pen, pa-
per, eye shower, flash light, safety tag, lip balm

Looking at the sketches she likes: Higher neck, 
hand warmers, tighter fit below the knee (not 
super tight though..must be easy to get in to). 
Want to be able to "open up" jacket and pants, 
for ventilation. 

She always wears rain boots. Only seen one 
person who wears his pants outside of the 
shoes on her workplace. Too much fabric to get 
down the boot today. "You have to fold it prop-
erly, nice and tidy, otherwise it will chafe".

"We are not allowed to take our jacket off 
where I work, so it would be great if it could be 

"opened to let more air in"

Don't believe in the possibility of havibg jacket 
and trousers zip together, it would only be trou

blesome and maybe even chafe.

Used to wear the mens' jacket and pant, but 
now wears the jumpsuit. She thinks the system 
with retreiving the clothes works poorly. Small 
sizes are often out. XS needs to be fetched 
from storage. 

She doesn't think there's any good place to 
carry the safety tag in. It's very easy in general 
for things to fall out of the pockets.

She thinks the quality of the buttons are poor, 
often broken.

She is worried when it comes to using draw-
string on the outside of the garment, risk of get-
ting caught in things. 

She thinks stretch would be good in some plac-
es. Waist for an example. She suggests that a 
belt is placed on the inside of the waist, that 

could be adjusted using buttons. If it would 
break it would be easy to repair. 
"We don't have it that warm, but you know, as 
soon as you do ANYTHING when down in the 

mine, it gets really sweaty!"

She would like to have a warming vest with re-
flectives, especially during winter when it's cold 
down in the mine. To keep the torso warm. 

She thinks the reflectives on todays clothes are 
visual but of poor quality, they tend to break.

"If you loose something down in the mine, then 
it's fucking gone! (talking about todays pockets  
she thinks are no good).

Would like to have Napoleon pockets on the 
breast of the jacket, if it's reachable from the 
outside. It can't be too deep, mobile could be 
crusched while working and hanging over
to reach.

Female
Around 35
Wears jumpsuit
Non flame retardant

Outcome - interview
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Female
Around 30
Wears jacket and trousers
Non flame retardant

Man
Around 30
Wears jacket and trousers
Flame retardant collection

Man
Around 40
Wears jacket and trousers
Non flame retadant

Man
Around 35
Wears jacket and trousers
Flame retardant collection

Outcome - others interviewed
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LKAB - graphics
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LKAB - colors

Identity

complementary

accent

Metallics
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products in other fields
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Purpose Approach Outcome

I looked at other products in other fields of use 
to see if there might be a product on the mar-
ket today that could work well for the mining 
conditions down in the LKAB mine in Kiruna. 

I looked at other proffessions that also use 
flame retardant clothes, such as fire fighters. 
They tend to have the most extreme materi-
als when it comes to flame retaradancy. I also 
looked at carpenters, since they carry a lot of 
tools on them  - like many workers at LKAB. I 
also looked at forestry workers, since they are 
subjected to an extreme work environment 
and tend to need the clothes to be flexible. I 
also looked at other industries, such as ABB 
and Boliden AB. I knew that Tranemo Work-
wear developed ABBs' new clothes since they 
are subjected to a very warm working climate. 
Very much like on the new main level down at 
1365 in Kiruna. An other major inspiration has 
been outdoor clothing. A lot because of the 
users. Since of Kirunas location people tend to 
be very outdoors-y and therefor using a lot of 
outdoor clothing. This factor being an impor-
tant one when implementing a new design, the 
level of recognition and trust for the product.

Since of the rigorous certification standards 
and the fact that the mining work climate is 
very extreme and therefor not very common in 
other fields, I found that no other products on 
the market would be suitable to use. At least 
not in their exact execution. I've used the other 
products as inspiration and some features has 
been interesting to develop further. Especially 
the flexibility in the forestry clothes, the aramid 
materials that are in ABBs' clothes and pock-
ets on carpenters clothes. 
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Materials
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Flame retaradant 

Proban and pyrovatex Flame retardant fiber Flame retardant fiber

kevlar and Nomex

Light weight garment

Long life cycle

Extremely durable

Flame retardant doesn't 
wear off

Modacryl and cANTEX

Breaths like "a normal 
garment"

Breaths like "a normal 
garment"

cotton + polyester

Inherent Inherent Aramid

Flame retardant doesn't 
wear off
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Final result
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Higher in back
V-insertions for comfort

Waist Belt with hidden buckle

Breathable fabric

Tighter leg fit

Wider Hip fit

Zipper for adjustable width

Kneepads inserted from outside side

Big pockets with easy access and zippers

Hidden loops for attachable pockets

Attachable to jacket

Pocket for folding rule 
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Higher in back

Reflective

Napoleon pockets

hand cuff

High neck, adjustable 
and soft on the inside

Raglan sleeves

adjustable width

Pocket for safety tag

Big pockets with easy access and zippers
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Pockets and attachments
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Hocks on to pant

 - Hidden eyelets under waist line
 - Function marked out with red fabric  
   on trouser
 - Can be positioned in several ways, all way around

External Pockets 
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Zip ons' to trosuer

 - More ergonomic for those who 
   carry a lot
 -  Gives the user more options

External top parts
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Side Pocket
- 2 compartments
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2 napoleon pockets with zippers
1 breast pocket with push buttons
- key strap attached to napoleon pocket
- pen holder 
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Adjustment for arm width 
- 2 modes, push buttons
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Soft cuff at wrist
- protects user from welding sparks
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Adjustment for neck width
- protects user from 
  welding sparks and draft

cheek guard in soft and 
moisture transporting 
fabric
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Adjustment for wasit
- Belt which can be adjusted easily
- hidden / sealed buckle 
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no seam over neck

reflective logo at back
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Pockets for Kneepads
- pads inserted from the outside
- zipper for easy access 
- no openings / gaps to compromise safety
- reinforced knees
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jacket and trouser can be 
zipped together
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Pocket for safety tag placed on arm
- placed to not "be in the way"
- LKAB reflective logo on pocket lid
- push button 
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pen compartment / pocket
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2 large leg pockets 
- zippers
- open / close from top

LKAB reflective logo on right leg pocket
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leg pocket on right side of leg
- 2 compartments 
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Possibilities of 
attaching a toolbelt

- modular system
- can be attached all 
   way around waist
- adaptable after job 
   tasks and regulations
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zipper at end of leg
- possibility to adjust width
- small zipper to avoid discomfort when 
   tucked in to boot
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reflective LKAB logo

aramide zipper
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"Breathing panel"
- Flame Retardant Gore Tex (example)
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Attachments
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Flame retardant - what is it?

Why flame retardant clothing?

The key reason for wearing FR clothing is to 
ensure garments do not catch fire and / or to 
limit flame spread. What is often not realised 
is that in some situations the wrong clothing 
can do more harm than good when exposed 
to heat and flame. Fibres can melt onto the 
skin causing significant and severe burn inju-
ries. Metal details that go straight through a 
garment can increase heat conduction in an 
electric arc situation and worsen the injury. 
We always recommend that you should layer 
FR clothing and always have an FR layer 
next to the skin. 

Inherent flame protection

There are two methods to produce flame 
retardant fabrics:
Inherent fabric - the fabric itself is woven 
with FR fibres, so the flame protection is built 
into the fabric, therefore it will not wash or 
rub out. Chemical treated fabric - the non FR 

fabric has undergone a chemical treatment 
to make it FR (such as Proban or Pyrovatex). 
the danger with these fabrics is the protec-
tion gradually diminishes as the chemical 
treatment is washed or rubbed out.1

Risk of exposure to electric arc
many people working with electricity are 
at risk of being exposed to an electric arc. 
Whilst these accidents are fortunately very 
rare thanks to preventative measures, inci-
dents can still occur. An arc blast creates 
extreme heat and injuries can be severe. If 
you are working in such an environment, you 
should ensure that your clothing gives pro-
tection for electric arc. Our recommendation 
is that the fabric and garment combination 
that is used, shall have a stated aPtv value of 
at least 8 cal/cm2 or en 61482-1-2 cl.1. also 
important is, that you are protecting your en-
1 http://www.tranemoworkwear.com/Serv-
let?page=index.jsp&language=E

tire body, by ensuring the correct protective 
clothing/equipment for the face, neck, hands 
and feet.2 

2 http://www.tranemoworkwear.com/Serv-
let?page=index.jsp&language=E

Electric arc flash
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CE-MARKING
the ce marking in the garment shows that the Finnish institute of occupational Health, FioH, 
an accredited institute, notified body no 0403, has type examined in accordance with the 
Personal Protective equipment directive 89/686/eec.

LOI-value
determines the protection of the garment regarding relative flammability and should be
over 25.

EN ISO 11612
Protective clothing - Clothing to protect against heat and flame
the standard is divided in different categories, where the code letters say which
heat and flame requirements the garment fulfils. each category is subdivided into 
different levels depending on how good the protection is.

EN 61482-1-2
test method: box test. divided in two classes, where class 2 is the highest level.

Certification Symbols and meaning
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Certification EN ISO 11611

Protective clothing for use in welding and 
allied processes.

This type of protective clothing is intended 
to protect the wearer against spatter (small 
splashes of molten metal), short contact time 
with flame, radiant heat from the arc, and 
minimizes the possibility of electrical shock 
by short-term, accidental contact with live 
electrical conductors at voltages up to ap-
proximately 100 v d.c. in normal conditions 
of welding.

The standard is split in two classes:
A1, A2 - B (1-3) -C (1-4) - D (1-3) - E (1-3) - F 
(1-3) 

Requirements for limited flame spread; a1: 
surface ignition a2: edge ignition.

Protection against convective heat and open 
flames. Protection against radiant heat.
Protection against molten aluminum splash. 

Protection against molten iron splash.
Protection against contact heat.

Class 1 -
Class 2 -

Protection against less hazardous welding 
techniques and situations, causing lower 
levels of spatter and radiant heat.
Protection against more hazardous welding 
techniques and situations, causing higher 
levels of spatter and radiant heat.1

 

1 http://www.tranemoworkwear.com/Serv-
let?page=index.jsp&language=E
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Certification EN ISO 11612

Protective clothing - Clothing to protect 
against heat and flame.

The standard is divided in different catego-
ries, where the code letters say which heat 
and flame requirements the garment fullfils. 
Each category is subdivided into different 
levels depending on how good the protection 
is.

A1, A2 - B (1-3) -
C (1-4) - D (1-3) - E (1-3) - F (1-3) -
Requirements for limited flame spread; a1: 
surface ignition a2: edge ignition.
Protection against convective heat and open 
flames.
Protection against radiant heat.
Protection against molten aluminum splash. 
Protection against molten iron splash Protec-
tion against contact heat.1 

1 http://www.tranemoworkwear.com/Serv-
let?page=index.jsp&language=E
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Certification EN ISO 61482 -1 -2

Protective clothing against the thermal 
hazards of an electrc arc.
Covers protective clothing against the 
thermal arc hazards in general.

Test method: box test. divided in two class-
es, where class 2 is the highest level.
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Function analysis

Visualise presenceFit user

Express LKABMinimize injuries

Stand temperature shifts

Allow hanging

Distract warmthExpress durability

Drain sweat

Stand abrasion

Stand cold

Offer Storage

Offer comfort

Allow movement

Facilitate carrying

Stand laundry Drain wet

Stand dirt

Facilitate workStand heat

Offer adjustment

Protect Body

Contain flame retardant
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Requirements specification

Flame retardant

Required functions support functions desireable functions

Durable

Washable (Industry wash)

EN ISO 61482 -1 - 2 CLASS 1

Built in gas detector

Clothes support carrying/ lifting  
 - in case of accident

LKAB should set a new standard

EN ISO 11611 A1 CLASS 1

EN ISO 11612 A1 B1 C1

Ergonomic fit

Visuality

Adjustable fit

Climate adaptable

Lighter fabric

Breathable

Comfort

Specific pockets - placed right

Safe - no lose parts
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Survey attachment 
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3. Jag tillhör följande yrkeskategori:
Planerare
Planerare/beredare
Produktionschef
inspektör/tribonom
mekaniker
mekaniker
elare
Planerare Driften 1045/1365 driftoperatör
Driften 1045/1365 Mekaniker
dritarbetare 1045/1365 
driftelektriker
mekaniker 
Driftarbetare 
gruvarbetare 
Gruvarbetare
Elektriker
Planerare/Elektriker
planerare, elektriker
drivten
Driftare
Drift
INSPEKTÖR/AVSYNARE
förrådare
Mekaniker

Mekaniker
Mekare
Drift peronal
Mekaniker
Mek Inspektör
Mekaniker
Mekaniker
Elektriker
Elektriker
driftare
Gruvarbetare
elektriker
underjordsarbetare
Gruvarbetre underjord (driftoperatör) (traktor) 
Skipmekaniker
Mekaniker
mekaniker
driftopratör
Skipreparatör
Elektriker
mekare
Drift 1045
mekare under jord 1403
driftpersonal
Skuthanterare

elektriker
Drift 1045-1365
elare
driftoperatör
mekaniker
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Kortast: 158 cm

Längsta: 191cm

Medel: 172,9 cm
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9 a) Varför?

Är behagligare att ha på sig byxa och jacka 
än overall.
Bekvämast, och passar bäst för mig.
Praktiskt
Mer flexsibelt för min kropp!
För att kunna använda enbart byxa ibland.
Man kan ta av jackan när det blir för varmt
Skönast.
Det är det enda jag provat.
praktiskt
mindre drag när man jobbar i böjd ställning
Lättast och smidigast.
Bekvämare och enklare.
Enklare när man är kvinna
Tycker inte om overall. För varmt.
varmt i kuj smidigt att ta av jacka..
Skönt
Bekvämt, jobbar ofta utan jacka dessutom
50/50 KONTOR OCH UTE PÅ ANLÄGGNING
SKÖNT ATT TA AV JACKAN ELLER HA DEN
ÖPPEN,KONTORSTID.
passar bäst för mitt yrke
Man måste ju kunna ta av jackan om de blir
svettigt.. Och så är de skönare å ser bättre

ut hehe
Skönt
krav
Lättare att slänga av sig jackan om de blir för 
varmt.
Ökad rörlighet
Vid arbete i kontorsmiljö kan det bli varmt 
med jacka på så det är skönt att kunna ta av 
på överkroppen.
Även spårnivåerna har en varm arbetsmiljö 
som innebär at det är lätt att börja svettas 
med jackan på, så även där är det bra att 
kunna ta av på överkroppen.
Bekvämt
Blir ej lika stor belastning på axlarna med 
overall som när jackan blir blöt/lerig osv.
Skönare att kunna ta av sig jackan vid varmt 
klimat. Vissa delar har sämre luft och därför 
varmare.
Mycket ledigare
Jag använder byxorna, jackan brukar jag inte 
använda för att jag tycker att den sitter dåligt 
och är klumpig.
Skönare
Enklare med byxa och jacka då jag kör trak-
tor så man kan ta av sig jackan.
Sitter inte så tajt.

Det blir ingen glipa i ryggen med overall som 
med byxa och jacka
Bra eftersom man kan ta av jackan om det 
blir för varmt eller att ta av den ifall man har 
blivit blöt så man ev kan torka den när man 
har rast
jobbet är skitigt,kallt ,dragit
för att jag alltid använt det. vore nog bättre 
med jacka byxa
använder både och men mest 2 delat ställ 
pga att man kan byta eller ta av jacka vid 
behov
Det passar i vårt arbete. Vi har påhängsfickor 
som elektriker, vi har ju våra handverktyg.
Lag tycker att det är skönare,med byxa och 
jacka.
För att jag gärna vill kunna klä av mig på 
överkroppen då det blir för varmt.
smidigare
För att enkelt kunna arbeta i T-shirt eller tröja 
på lägre nivåer i gruvan vart det är varmt.
praktisk
Man kan ta av sig jackan när man arbetar
bekvämast
mycket bekvämare samt kan ta av sig jacka 
om det är varmt.
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10 a) Varför?
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Vad bär du alltid med dig?

Anteckningsblock

Pennor

Mobil

Radio

Låsbrickor

Tagg

Talmeter

Nycklar

Lampa

Passerkort / ID-kort

Tumstock

Polygrip

Verktygsväska

Skärmunstycke

Transponder

Kniv

12

Solglasögon 1

23 Tång 4

Tändapparat 4

32

8

1

15

28

Kamera 1

21

Glasögon 4

Tejp

Skiftnyckel

Plånbok 6

6

6

Mejsel 7

Snus 7

12

10

1

Handskar 5

Diverse lathundar 3

Instrument 1

1

Gasvarnare 1

Gasnålar

Krita

1

1

1

Skjutmått 2

1

44

Batterier 4

Insexnycklar 2

Hörselproppar 2

Klocka / Tidtagningsur

Måttband 2

2

IP-telefon 1

Almanacka 5

25 Såg

Knäskydd

Sexkantsnyckel

Avbitare

Elpistol

1

1

1

1

1
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